Here at Coventry University London, approximately 88% of our students
are considered international. Although they come to the UK from over
100 different countries, this culturally and linguistically diverse cohort
have some common learning needs (Carroll 2015):


Making sense of new academic assumptions and expectations



Developing English language proficiency



Participating in teaching methods



Mixing and collaborating with other international students.

The Teaching International Students Toolkit aims to help lecturers adapt
their practice to meet these common learning needs, without compromising on academic standards, professional and disciplinary skills.

As such, the aims of this toolkit are to:


codify best practice in teaching international students



share transferable practices from language teaching



improve the overall student (and teacher) experience



address challenges currently facing the institution such as student
progression, retention and completion.

The toolkit draws on similar resources produced by other universities,
HEA resources, UKCISA resources and literature in the area of teaching
and learning with international students. A full reference list and suggestions for further reading are available on page 6.

Making delivery accessible
 Do we (pre) teach subject specific vocabulary?
Vocabulary

 Have you considered building a glossary on the board during lectures/
seminars and referring back to it often?
 Do you speak clearly and audibly, at a moderate pace, pausing frequently
and especially after an important point?

Language

 Do you use ‘Plain English’? E.g. say ‘help’ not ‘facilitate, state things in
chronological order, use the active voice, short sentences etc.
 Do you consciously avoid the use of idioms (back to square one), slang (lad,
chuffed, knackered) and cultural references (popular TV shows, bands, political
jokes) that international students will likely be unfamiliar with?
 Are we explicit about the learning outcomes for a session? How frequently
do you list them and keep referring to them?
 Do you clearly structure your lectures and refer often to where you are in
the lecture, using signposting language e.g. ‘my first key point is…’?

Signposting

 How often do you frame sections to clarify their start (‘next we’ll look at…’)
and finish (‘any questions before we move on?’)?
 Do you highlight key points by repeating, paraphrasing and emphasising and
summarising them at the end of a lecture?

Extended
processing
time

 Have you considered the impact of allowing time for 'rehearsal' before
expecting individuals to answer a question? E.g. 30 second pair discussion before nominating individuals or whole class discussion.
 Do you build 'thinking time' into your lessons? E.g. 30 seconds silent thinking
time from now.
 How often do you explicitly encourage students to draft and ask questions?

Using
questions
effectively

 Do you wait at least 10 seconds after asking a question before you repeat,
reformulate or move on? (The average teacher wait time is 0.9 seconds).
 Do you check understanding using concept checking questions rather than
asking ‘Do you understand?’ or ‘Do you follow?’?

Making content accessible
Slides

 Do we use clear simple slides with easy to read fonts (Arial, Calibri) and
visual support when presenting information? E.g. pictures, diagrams,
charts etc.
 Are the lecture slides available to students in advance of the class?
 Do your students know where to find them?
 Have you considered the impact of preparing and distributing a
glossary of difficult/subject specific terms to speed up students’ reading?

Vocabulary

Checking
learning

 How frequently do you check students’ understanding of key
vocabulary in the readings and slides?
 Do we check students' understanding of pre-lecture reading at the
beginning of a lecture?
 Do we build short formative assessment into our lesson plans and use
the results to adapt the rest of the delivery?
 Have you considered pre-highlighting reading texts to direct students'
attention towards the key points you want them to learn?

 Do students have access to simple summaries of important or
particularly difficult texts?
Developing
reading skills

 Do students have access to guided reading questions that assist them
to process information and read with a specific focus?
 Have you considered the impact of providing a model for reading
effectively? For example, explore set readings together and examine text
construction, purpose, vocabulary etc.
 How frequently do you encourage students to actively use reading
strategies such as highlighting key points, annotating texts etc.?

Cultural
awareness

 Do we use international examples, case studies, starters and images?

Facilitating group discussions
 Do we set clear ground rules (punctuality, phones etc.) about what is and is
not acceptable in the classroom?
 Do we clearly explain to students the purpose of group work?
Being explicit

 Do we discuss our expectations of all students? E.g. you should speak
English, ask questions, everyone should contribute etc.
 Do we make the success criteria for group discussions explicit? E.g.
everyone has an opportunity to participate, students ask for clarification when
they don’t understand something etc.
 Have you considered the impact of reacting positively to mistakes, both in
content and language (including your own) and using them to further
learning?

Building
confidence

 How often do you use short activities in the early stages of a class/tutorial
to encourage a sense of group belonging and build comfort before expecting
whole group discussions?
 Do you encourage risk-taking by being supportive and encouraging of
students’ responses and their attempts to participate in discussions?
 How frequently do you thank students for their contributions?
 Have you thought about making space for pair work to allow students to
try out their contributions on a peer and to share ownership of subsequent
responses?
 Have you considered the impact of providing structure for group
discussions? E.g. providing students with role cards, setting a clear outcome
(agree on the 5 most important…) or providing a specific problem to solve.

Classroom
management

 Are your instructions clear and well-staged, and do you give them BEFORE
distributing materials?
 Have you thought about using instruction checking questions to ensure
students have understood what you want them to do?
 Have you thought about grouping students yourself and mixing different
nationalities and levels of ability?

Developing a positive classroom dynamic
Exploring
academic
culture

 Do we consciously and deliberately provide opportunities to explore and
discuss the UK academic culture at the beginning of a degree course, and
how this may differ from students’ previous learning experiences?
 How often do you begin your lessons with a ‘warmer’ to help students
feel comfortable and build a positive environment?

Lesson
planning

 Have you thought about personalising the content to your group where
appropriate?
 Have you considered the impact of planning activities to alternate
between stirrers and settlers?
 Do we set clear procedures at the beginning of a module so students
know how to do things? E.g. how to address us, what language to speak,
what to do if they arrive late etc.
 Do you learn students' names, and use them to invite answers to
questions or to contribute?

Classroom
management

 Have you thought about changing the layout of the classroom furniture
to suit the activity? E.g. tables for group work, horseshoe for group
discussions.
 Do you regularly change student pairings, groupings so they work with a
variety of different people during a lesson?
 Have you thought about regularly getting students on their feet and
having them move around the room?
 How do you encourage interaction between students, rather than only
between the student and the teacher?
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Suggested Further Reading
If you would like more information about teaching international students, we suggest the following:


Carroll, J. (2015) Tools for Teaching in an Educationally Mobile World. Oxfordshire: Routledge.



Scudamore, R. (2013) Engaging home and international students: a guide for new lecturers.
Available at: https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/RachelScudamoreReportFeb2013.pdf

Supporting Students’ English Language Development


Academic English Programme: Students identified in the diagnostic exercise as
requiring additional support to succeed in their studies will have AEP classes timetabled
for them during their first term. These are mandatory.



English Language Resources (ELR) Moodle Page: Students can use this as a self-study
resource. It can be found in the links menu on Moodle.



Spotlight Develop your English Language Workshops: These 1 hour workshops can be
found and booked on the Spotlight Moodle page .



One-to-one tutorials: Students can book proof reading and academic writing tutorials
on the Spotlight ELR Moodle Page.

For any questions, feedback or to book a one-to-one session, please email:
Kelly.delmonego@coventry.ac.uk

